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MOTIVATION AND OBJECTIVES
MoJvaJon
and
ObjecJves

Current SituaJon
In light of the weaknesses exposed during the ﬁnancial crisis of 2008, the banking industry has been
increasing focus on Risk Management issues.

Bloomberg’s
Factor
Model

Risk Management Division at BPI Gestão de Ac:vos (GA)

InterpreJng
Exposures

Strives to promote risk
culture within the
organiza:on

In an eﬀort to increase
awareness of porZolio
managers to the risks
being incurred

Introduc:on of Bloomberg’s
AIM so\ware, through the
PorZolio and Risk Analy:cs
(PORT <GO>) tool

Establishment of internal limits
to constrain porZolio ex-ante
vola:lity/tracking error

With the purpose of increasing
coopera:on between porZolio
managers and the risk management
team

ReplicaJon
Process

Results

Development of a risk
monitoring system which
accounts for the sources of risk

Conclusion

•

Appendix

•

This so\ware allows the
decomposiJon of porWolio risk
and return using factor models
These models provide ex-ante
vola:lity/TE and sources of risk
(i.e. factors)

•

PROBLEM: limits imposed fail to
acknowledge where the risk is
coming from (i.e. which factors
contribute the most to porZolio
risk)
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Factor
Model

Risk Monitoring System
Previous work by NOVA students focused on the development of this risk monitoring system with the purpose of capturing
the sources of BPI GA’s porZolios’ risk.
The system was set up roughly in the following manner:

Several porZolios were
analyzed

Risk Management team checks on a monthly basis
whether any limits have been reached

InterpreJng
Exposures

ReplicaJon
Process

Results

“Types” of factors
contribu:ng the most to
porZolio risk were
determined

Type of risk to be
monitored – absolute or
rela:ve – was deﬁned

For each of these limits, warnings were established:
• Warning 1 (95% percen:le) – whenever a factor of
the considered types reaches this limit, an analysis
of the causes that led to such contribu:on level is
made and reported to the porZolio manager
• Warning 2 (99% percen:le) – in this case, the
situa:on is reported to the Administra:on

Conclusion

Appendix

Historical analysis of top
contributors to porZolio
risk was performed

Limits were deﬁned for each type of factor based
roughly on the 95% and 99% percen:le of the
sta:s:cal distribu:on of factor contribu:ons
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Factor
Model

PROBLEM

The risk monitoring system currently in place accounts for the sources of porZolio risk,
but there is a lack of understanding by porZolio and risk managers regarding the
meaning of each factor exposure and contribu:on to risk.
Without understanding its output, managers lose conﬁdence in the model (i.e. in
Bloomberg’s PORT tool output regarding porZolio risk).

Interpre:ng
Exposures

ReplicaJng Bloomberg’s procedure

Replica:on
Process

Results

Conclusion

SOLUTION

The lack of understanding across the porZolio management division of Bloomberg’s
procedure in calcula:ng factor returns and exposures is the main focus of our work, as
we ﬁnd that it is the main issue holding back this risk monitoring system.
In an eﬀort to beYer understand the process through which Bloomberg calculates
factor returns, we set out to replicate what is done in the model.
Successfully replica:ng all the procedure will increase the conﬁdence of managers in
Bloomberg’s output.

Appendix
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BLOOMBERG’S FACTOR MODEL
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Bloomberg’s
Factor
Model

Factor
Models

Lay on the fundamental that assets with iden:cal characteris:cs (industry, country, style,
etc.) should have a similar performance.
Are based on the need of investors to understand the true sources of their risk.
Provide a detailed decomposi:on of porZolio risk and return into factors.
Factors are a set of common variables that drive and explain risk and return of a security.

InterpreJng
Exposures

ReplicaJon
Process

Risk factors dis:nguish each security in the porZolio and help crea:ng a speciﬁc risk
proﬁle for them, given by exposures to these factors.

!!,! =

!
!!!

!!,!,! !!,! + !!,!

Results

Factor Returns
Conclusion

!!,! is the local excess return of asset n in period t
!!,!,! is the exposure of asset n to factor k
!!,! is the return of factor k in period t
!!,! is the residual of asset n’s return

Non-Factor
Returns

A factor model discriminates returns and risk in two components, the asset-speciﬁc component – solely related
to the asset itself – and the systema:c component – determined by the risk factors.
Appendix
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InterpreJng
Exposures

Factor Models Types
There are three common types of factor models. These three diﬀer in their approach to construc:ng exposures to risk factors
and factor returns. They all have some speciﬁc advantages and disadvantages, related to the data intensity and interpretability.
Factor Approach Type
StaJsJcal
Similar to what principal component analysis does1.
Determines both factor returns and factor exposures
from asset returns.
Explicit

ReplicaJon
Process

Specify factor returns in order to calculate exposures to
factors.
Also known as exogenous or Jme-series models
(because factor returns are speciﬁed outside of the
model and :me-series regressions are run to get factor
exposures).

Advantages
• Easy to build
• Require a rela:vely low
amount of data

• Interpretability – there is no
clear economic meaning
associated to each principal
component

• These models allow for
an arbitrary number of
factors, as long as we
have suﬃcient factor
data for the :me-series
interval used for
es:ma:on

• Rela:vely data intensive –
security returns and factor
returns are required to
perform a regression
analysis to determine factor
exposures
• Exposures to factors can be
non-intui:ve
• Poor predic:ve power

• Exposures are more
intui:ve
• Perform well out-ofsample (as they impose
rela:vely more structure
than other models)

• The most data intensive
model – both security
returns and security
exposures are necessary

Results

Implicit

Conclusion

Deﬁne security exposures to factors and use these to
calculate factor returns through a regression of security
returns on factor exposures.
Also known as endogenous models or cross-secJonal
models (as factor returns are determined from the
model by cross-sec:onal regressions)

Disadvantages

Appendix
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Bloomberg’s Models Equity and Fixed Income Factors
Bloomberg Factor Models are constructed with an implicit factor approach. This means that factor returns are
calculated minimizing the sum of squared errors – εi2 – in the regression of securi:es’ returns on their exposures to the
factors. The error component in this regression is the non-factor return of each security.
It is important to stress that securi:es’ returns and, most importantly, exposures are inputs of this process, which
means that Bloomberg speciﬁes them a priori. We will focus later on exposures: how they are calculated and how they
should be interpreted.

Equity
In the equity models, there are ﬁve types of equity factors: Market, Country, Industry, Currency and Style.

Equity Model Factors

ReplicaJon
Process

Market

Results

Conclusion

Dummy variables:
unit exposure to
security’s market and
zero to every other
market.
This factor is the main
risk contributor for
diversiﬁed long-only
porZolios.

Country

Dummy variables:
unit exposure to
security’s country of
issue.

Currency

Dummy variables:
unit exposure to
trading currency.

Industry
Dummy variables:
unit exposure to
industry in which it
operates.
Industry factors are
based on the GICS
Industry Group
membership (see
Appendix 1 for a list
of Industry factors).

Style
These factors
characterize
securi:es using
variables such as size,
momentum, trading
ac:vity, leverage, etc.
Each exposure is
deﬁned as the
“amount” of each of
these variables a
security has.

Appendix
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Fixed Income
For the ﬁxed income models, there are two types of factors: those whose returns are observable in the market, in
which case the observed change is simply used directly (explicit factors), and those obtained by a cross-sec:onal
regression (implicit factors). The explicit factors are currency, yield curve and volaJlity factors. The implicit factors
are the spread factors.

Fixed Income Model Factors
Curve

Vola:lity

Spread

These factors are taken directly from the
market, by looking at the changes along the
yield curve nine tenor points - 6M, 1Y, 2Y, 3Y,
5Y, 7Y, 10Y, 20Y and 30Y – and the squared
average curve change along those points. The
exposures to these factors are the key rate
dura:on and op:on-adjusted convexity

The exposure of each security to the
vola:lity factor is measured by its
vola:lity dura:on, which is computed by
the bond’s vega divided by its price.

The level of the spread in each
bond reﬂects the addi:onal
amount of return investors
require for taking addi:onal risk.
Changes in the spread reﬂect
changes in the perceived risk of
the security. These might come
from forces common to all bonds
with close characteris:cs, or from
speciﬁc shocks to one issuer.
Common forces are captured by
these systema:c spread factors,
including sovereign, agency,
corporate (Investment Graded
and High Yield) and distressed.

InterpreJng
Exposures

ReplicaJon
Process

Results
!

!!" = −

!"#! ∙ ∆!! +
!!!

Conclusion

Appendix

!
!"# ∙ (∆!)!
!

!!" is the return due to changes in yields
!"#! is the Key Rate Duration at point 𝑖
∆!! is the yield change at point 𝑖
OAC is the option-adjusted convexity
∆! is the average change in the yield

!!"# =

!"#$
∙ ∆!
! + !"

!!"# is the return due to changes in volatility
! is the bond’s clean price
!" is the bond’s accrued interest
∆! is the average change in volatility
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Bloomberg’s
Factor
Model

Factor Covariance Matrix (I)
For the mul:-asset model, Bloomberg uses a diﬀerent approach in the construc:on of the factor covariance matrix. The
diﬀerence lies in the way we look at the factors.
The main goal is to obtain a covariance matrix that is dynamic, detailed and robust.
To reach that goal, Bloomberg divides factors into three types to build a factor model of “successively coarser factors”.
This is the “three layer approach” that is used
to dis:ll the core rela:onships in the model.

InterpreJng
Exposures

ReplicaJon
Process

Results

Conclusion

Appendix

•factors that are
more speciﬁc to
each model

Detailed
Factors

Core Factors

•unite models
within each
asset-class

Core-of-core
Factors

•unite models
across assetclasses

As we go down in these layers, we look at a more parsimonious
segment of the model. This procedure follows some steps:
1. Obtain returns for each group of factors. Detailed factor returns
are obtained from individual models; core and core-of-core
factor returns are obtained by dis:lling the detailed factors.
2. Build a covariance matrix for the core-of-core factors only –
matrix Ω
3. Determine sensi:vi:es of core factors to core-of-core factors –
θ – and residual risk – J – from this rela:onship.
4. Build covariance matrix for the core factors – matrix Λ=θΩθ'+J.
5. Determine sensi:vi:es of detailed factors to core factors – γ –
and residual risk – H – from this rela:onship.
6. Use these values to construct factor-of-factor (F/F) covariance
matrix of detailed factors – ΣF/F=γΛγ'+H.
7. Convert to correla:on matrix W, and twist this matrix in order
to construct ﬁnal correla:on C, with the correla:on of the
individual models in the diagonal blocks.
8. Finally, convert correla:on matrix C to a covariance matrix –
matrix Σfactors – by mul:plying it by a diagonal matrix V,
containing factor vola:li:es
Σfactors=VCV
10
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Factor Covariance Matrix (II)
Individual factor vola:li:es are es:mated with
the GARCH model, following an EWMA process:

Bloomberg’s
Factor
Model

!!!!! = ! − ! !!! + !!!!!!

! is the portfolio volatility

!!

! = ! − !!"#$ !"#$ is the decay factor

ReplicaJon
Process

Results

Conclusion

!! is the factor return in period t-1,t

!=

!! ×!! ×!!!

!! is the exposures matrix of the portfolio to the factors
!! is the variance covariance matrix of the factors

Bloomberg’s Models: Coverage Universe
Bloomberg’s Factor Models

InterpreJng
Exposures

Once we have the factor covariance matrix, we can calculate all
measures of risk related to the securi:es in the porZolio, factors and
the porZolio itself. The vola:lity of the porZolio can thus be determined
together with the exposures of the porZolio to the factors.

Global model

Each model covers a diﬀerent universe of
securi:es, with the excep:on of the Mul:Asset model, which uses exposures from
both Equity and Fixed Income models.

Regional

Uses exposures from Equity Region models

Global

Uses exposures from Equity Global model

Region/country models
Equity
Fixed Income

Mul:-Asset

Appendix
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Equity
For a stock to be covered by any of Bloomberg’s Equity Models, i.e. for a stock to have an exposure to the factors of one
model, there are a few data requirements:
• Stock price must be greater than 5% of one unit of the local currency;
• Price and market cap data on Bloomberg
• Industry and country membership informa:on are available
Despite these general guidelines, common to all of the equity models, each model covers only securi:es listed on relevant
exchanges (see Appendix 2 for further details on Coverage Universe). The ten equity models available are the following:
Asia

Australia

Canada

China
A-Shares

ReplicaJon
Process

Emerging
Europe, MiddleEast & Africa
(EMEA)

European

Japan

La:n
America

US

Global

The Global model takes a broader look into the risk of a given security, puxng it into perspec:ve in a global set of stocks.

Results

Conclusion

IBM

Listed on the
NYSE

NYSE is a major
world exchange

IBM is covered
by the US and
Global Model

US Momentum compares IBM’s exposure to Momentum on a local level against American
stocks, whereas the GL Momentum is a{ributed on a Global environment.
Moreover, when considering the Mul:-Asset Model, choosing between the Region and Global
model will be in fact choosing between which factors to use – the local or the global ones.

Has exposure to:
US Momentum;
GL Momentum
factor

US Momentum ≠
GL Momentum

Appendix
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Fixed Income
When it comes to bonds, coverage by the Fixed Income Model is deﬁned in diﬀerent terms. The model covers:

Bloomberg’s
Factor
Model

InterpreJng
Exposures

Sovereign Bonds

Bonds
denominated in
38 currencies

1. Bonds denominated in hard currencies (i.e.
developed currencies) issued by developed countries

2. Bonds denominated in hard currencies, issued by
emerging countries

3. Bonds denominated in emerging currencies,
issued by developed countries

4. Bonds denominated in emerging currencies,
issued by emerging countries.

The last two cases are grouped together since there is very few data for bonds denominated in emerging currencies issued by
emerging countries. Hence, the Fixed Income model is separated into three models, one for each combina:on:
Includes bonds denominated in
USD, EUR, JPY, GBP, CAD and
AUD (CHF, NOK and DKK will
also be added to this market)

Conclusion

Appendix

Corporate Bonds

Investment
Graded

Rather than splixng into several models covering securi:es from certain regions of the world, the model separates the world
into two – the developed markets1 and the emerging markets – and considers bonds based on the currency they are
denominated in (developed or emerging currencies). There are four combina:ons considered in the model:

ReplicaJon
Process

Results

Agency Bonds

High Yield
Graded

G6 Model

EM Hard Currency
Model

EM Local
Currency Model

For a bond to be covered in any of these models, the following data needs to be available: single security prices, risk exposures
and informa:on on country, sector, industry, etc. so that each bond can be mapped to the correct model factors.
1For

the purpose of the Fixed Income risk model, the following countries are considered to be developed markets: Australia, Canada, US, Japan,
Euro zone 17 na:ons, Denmark, New Zealand, Norway, Sweden and Switzerland
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EsJmaJon Universe
As previously men:oned, Bloomberg’s factor models are built using an implicit factor approach. Hence, it is necessary to
determine factor exposures in order to calculate factor returns through a regression against securi:es returns.

Bloomberg’s
Factor
Model

InterpreJng
Exposures

ReplicaJon
Process

Each model has an es:ma:on universe, which is typically a subset of the coverage universe. Every security in the es:ma:on
universe has exposure to the model factors and is in turn used as an observa:on in the regression that will ul:mately allow
calcula:ng factor returns.

Equity Models
In general, when considering equity models, to get to the Es:ma:on Universe, one takes the Coverage Universe, sorts every
stock by market cap and focuses on the companies that make up cumula:vely 98% of the market cap within each country
relevant for the models (see Appendix 2 for the list of countries covered in each model).
Some models, however, have further restric:ons when it comes to including a stock in its es:ma:on universe, even though
some of those restric:ons are not very detailed in Bloomberg’s papers (see Appendix 3 for more on details on these special
situa:ons).

Results

The global model’s Es:ma:on Universe focuses on companies that cumula:vely make up 98% of the market cap within
several diﬀerent countries and country groups, which are detailed in Appendix 4.
Conclusion

Appendix
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Fixed Income Models
Disclosed informa:on about Bloomberg’s models is much less speciﬁc regarding ﬁxed income than it is for equity.
It is known that the es:ma:on universe for these models is constructed from a few diﬀerent sources, such as:
• Bank of America Merrill Lynch indices
• Bloomberg security terms and condi:ons
• Bval pricing
• Bloomberg Analy:cs.
It is also known that, in general, bonds classify for inclusion in the es:ma:on universe if they have at least one year to
maturity remaining and also if they sa:sfy certain requirements for minimum amount outstanding, depending upon country of
origina:on and type of bond. The example provided speciﬁes that U.S. corporate bonds must meet a $250 million minimum
amount outstanding requirement to be included. Further, these requirements are constantly being revised.

Rebalancing the EsJmaJon Universe
Before

Results

Universe was updated only once a year, based
on the market share of each stock.

Now
It is rebalanced dynamically and weekly in
order to keep the models up-to-date with
market changes

Conclusion

Appendix

Gatekeeping
System

Imposed to keep the es:ma:on universe smooth and to minimize its
turnover: it is required that a certain stock meets the eligibility criteria for
several consecu:ve weeks before it is included in the es:ma:on universe,
as it is required that a stock violates such criteria consecu:vely for a certain
number of weeks in order to be excluded from it
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Risk Factor Origins (I)
Before going through the reasoning behind the interpreta:on of each style factor exposure, we need ﬁrst to analyze how
these factors were chosen and why they were integrated in the Bloomberg’s Factor Model instead of others.

Bloomberg’s
Factor
Model

InterpreJng
Exposures

ReplicaJon
Process

The roots of the Bloomberg’s Factor model lie on the MSCI BARRA factor models, and for that reason, both models are similar
in the way they are constructed.

Bloomberg European Equity Model

BARRA European Equity Model

• Market Factor
• 17 country factors
• 24 industry factors
• 10 style factors

• Market Factor
• 29 country factors
• 29 industry factors
• 9 style factors

However, the most important feature to address here is related to the style factors. Let us focus and describe the principles of
this model, in order to understand the founda:ons of Bloomberg’s style factors.

Results

MSCI BARRA Model
Conclusion

• The analysis it takes is based on a fundamental review of an asset.
• Its analysis consists conceptually in determining a security’s future value
through macro and microeconomic events and the impact on the security.
• Diﬀers from pure fundamental analysis in its focus (factor models forecast
risk and fundamental analysis aim at forecas:ng returns)

BARRA risk factors are mainly microeconomic and fundamental characteris:cs that most ﬁrms share in common. In the
environment of a well-diversiﬁed porZolio, company-speciﬁc events (idiosyncra:c) won’t have much impact in porZolio’s risk.
The systema:c por:on becomes increasingly larger as the porZolio gets larger.
Appendix
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Results

Conclusion

Risk Factor Origins (II)
The fundamental and microeconomic variables form the style factors in this model. The next table shows an example of a
sample fundamental data used in Barra models: 5 variables and the descriptors used in their construc:on.
Value

Growth

Earnings VariaJon

Leverage

Foreign SensiJviy

- Book Value
- Analyst predicted earnings
- Trailing earnings
- Forecast opera:ng income
- Sales
- Forecast sales

- Five-year payout
- Variability in capital
structure
- Growth in assets
- Growth in sales

- Variability in earnings
- Standard devia:on of analyst
predicted earnings
- Variability in cash ﬂows
- Extraordinary items in earnings

- Market leverage
- Book leverage
- Debt to assets
- Senior debt ra:o

- Exchange rate
sensi:vity
- Oil price sensi:vity
- Sensi:vity to other
market indices
- Export revenues as
percentage of total

Once iden:ﬁed the factors, the model links each stock to each factors. For this, a set of microeconomic characteris:cs –
descriptors – that relate to each factor are used are iden:ﬁed.
Having iden:ﬁed them, descriptors are standardized across a universe of stocks. This is done by subtrac:ng the es:ma:on
universe average and dividing by the standard devia:on of the coverage universe of stocks. Finally, this model performs a
weigh:ng scheme of the descriptors, according to their importance in explaining the factor.
Besides these style factors, security’s risk and return are also func:on of its industry, currency and country. These exposures
are calculated in a simpler way: a certain stock has unit exposure to its industry, currency and country and no exposure to all
the others.
Interpreta:on is the same as in the CAPM, despite the diﬀerences in both models. Exposures measure sensi:vi:es to
percentage varia:ons in the factors. For instance, if a stock has an exposure of 0.5 to the size factor, and the size factor
increases by 20%, the stock’s return is expected to be 10%, all else equal.

Appendix
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Understanding Style Factor Exposures
Implicit Factor Approach Model
Exposures
Speciﬁes factor
exposures
Style Factor Exposures
Country, industry,
Calculates factor
currency factors –
returns
Descriptors
dummy variables
Reﬂect stock
Style factors –
harder to calculate
and interpret

characteris:cs
through con:nuous
variables

Weigh:ng

Indicators used to
calculate style factor
exposures
e.g. style factor
Each exposure is a
weighted average of
exposures specify
how big the stock is,
its descriptors
how liquid, or on
how much leverage
it operates

Results

Conclusion

Appendix

We will brieﬂy explain how these exposures are exactly calculated and which eﬀects they are supposed to capture in
the behavior of a stock, as well as how the descriptors help doing that for each characteris:c.
The way style factors are calculated will be further addressed later on, along with the descrip:on of the replica:on
process. In this sec:on, the focus will be on understanding style factor exposures.
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Factor
Model

Momentum

We begin by looking at the momentum factor. This is supposed to capture the eﬀect of momentum
in the return of a stock, dis:nguishing between stocks that have risen over the past year from
stocks that have fallen.
Stocks that raised the most over the past year are said to have high exposure to this factor. To avoid
the price reversal eﬀect in this exposure, the two most recent weekly returns are excluded of the
calcula:on.

Value

The value factor diﬀeren:ates value stocks from growth stocks. This factor is also included in the
Fama-French three-factor model – as the HML (high-minus-low) – and is based in the ﬁnding that
value stocks (high book-to-market, or low market-to-book ra:os) have higher returns than growth
stocks. The descriptors for this factor are ra:os, which intended to classify stocks according to this
perspec:ve. These are the B/P, CF/P, E/P, EBITDA/EV, Forecasted E/P and Sales/EV.
All of these descriptors show in the numerator a book measure and in the denominator a market
measure. This means that a value stock, with high values for these ra:os, will have a high exposure
to this factor.

Interpre:ng
Exposures

ReplicaJon
Process

Results

Conclusion

Dividend
Yield

This factor represents another feature of the value factor, being suﬃciently relevant to be a
standalone factor. The exposure to this factor is just the most recently announced annual net
dividends divided by the market price. The reasoning is iden:cal to the previous factor.
Stocks with high dividend yields have high exposures to this factor.

Appendix
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Bloomberg’s
Factor
Model

Size

This is another factor that is present in the FF three-factor model, as the SMB (small-minus-big)
factor, based in the percep:on that small caps have had consistently higher returns than big caps.
The composi:on for this factor is the Market Capitaliza:on of the stock, Sales and Total Assets. These
were the stock variables chosen to represent the size of a stock: how much does the stock cost, how
much does it sell, and on how much capital does it operate.
A stock is said to have a high exposure to this factor when it has a big market cap, sales and/or total
assets.

Trading
Ac:vity

The trading ac:vity factor tries to uncover the eﬀect that liquidity and trading frequency have in the
stocks returns. In order to capture this feature in stocks’ behavior, Bloomberg uses a formula on
turnover rather than trading volume, in order to avoid correla:on with the size factor. This would be
damaging, as we would be hiding a rela:on between two variables in the cross-sec:onal regression,
which could poten:ally lead to wrong results.

Growth

This factor tries to capture the diﬀerence in returns between stocks that have had diﬀerent levels of
growth in the last years – dis:nguishing between high and low growers in terms of returns. The
historic indicators Bloomberg looks at to calculate the exposure to the growth factor are the growth
in Total Assets (TAG), Sales (SG) and Earnings (EG). Bloomberg looks also to near-term forecasts of
earnings (EFG) and sales (SFG) from the analyst es:mates database.
The composi:on of the formula used to calculate exposure to growth should be interpreted as the
way Bloomberg uses to deﬁne it. In this case, it weighs between historical and forward looking
fundamental data from analysts.

Interpre:ng
Exposures

ReplicaJon
Process

Results

Conclusion

Appendix
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Bloomberg’s
Factor
Model

Leverage

This variable represents the level of leverage of a company given by an average between three
indicators. This should diﬀeren:ate stocks with diﬀerent levels of indebtedness in terms of returns.
The measures of leverage used to calculate the level of debt of each stock are the book leverage
(Debt over Book Value of the company), market leverage (Debt over Market Value of the company)
and debt to total assets, which are approximately equal weighted.

Proﬁtability

This factor uses proﬁt margins to measure the performance of each company and diﬀeren:ate
between moneymakers and money losers. The measures of proﬁtability used are: return on equity
(book measure), return on capital employed, return on assets and EBITDA margin.

Interpre:ng
Exposures

ReplicaJon
Process

Vola:lity

Bloomberg includes this factor in order to account for the eﬀect of vola:lity in the return of each
security. This isn’t just to account for the vola:lity of the stocks’ returns, but to reach a value that
captures a broader concept of vola:lity. This factor is constructed to diﬀeren:ate more and less
vola:le stocks through a measurement of vola:lity that comes from several dis:nct perspec:ves.
These are: return vola:lity over the last year, CAPM beta, vola:lity of the CAPM residuals and a
cumula:ve range given by the ra:o between the maximum and minimum price over the last 5 years.

Earnings
Variability

This factor represents another feature of vola:lity of a company, including other measures related to
the opera:ng ac:vi:es of the company. These are the vola:lity of earnings, cash ﬂows and sales, for
the past 5 years.

Results

Conclusion
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Replica:on of Bloomberg’s
Procedure
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Conclusion

Be{er understanding of:
• How the models work
• How exposures are calculated

Bloomberg’s PORT tool omits a great amount of informa:on when it
comes to details on exposures calcula:ons, i.e.:
• which data ﬁelds are used
• what is the :me span of the data used
• how certain descriptors are calculated
• how exactly are the es:ma:on universes composed

Issue becomes even
more evident when it
comes to ﬁxed income
factors, of which no
informa:on is
displayed on PORT

ReplicaJng process becomes highly restrained without such detailed informa:on regarding exposures calcula:ons.
The decision to replicate an equity model imposed itself due to the men:oned restric:ons.
A\er carefully analyzing all of the available models, it was decided that it would be best to replicate the European
Equity Fundamental Factor Model.
Picking this model was based on the following criteria:
• Firstly, it would be best to pick a model whose es:ma:on universe is made up of securi:es that would likely have
a lot of data available on Bloomberg (necessary to calculate exposures);
• Secondly, choosing a model that aggregates more than one country would allow us to replicate the model more
completely, as we would be able to include several country factors.

Appendix
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EsJmaJon Universe DeﬁniJon
Deﬁni:on of an
es:ma:on
universe to
calculate factor
returns, using
Bloomberg’s Equity
Screening tool

First ﬁlters applied
to the equity
universe were in
accordance with
the Coverage
Universe
restric:ons

Then, more ﬁlters
were applied
according to
Es:ma:on
Universe
restric:ons

Finally, ﬁlters of
the type “HAS
DATA” were used
to reduce the
sample size to
around 1000
securi:es

InterpreJng
Exposures

Replica:on
Process

Results

Below, a list of all the restric:ons and ﬁlters imposed to reach the sample es:ma:on universe is presented:
1. Trading status of security – Ac:ve
2. Exchanges where the security is traded – Western Europe
3. Price greater than 0.05 (local currency)
4. Security has market cap data
5. Security has GICS industry group data
6. Security has country data
7. Security has price data since 01/01/2007 (this ﬁlter allowed the exclusion of securi:es that were not quoted through the
en:re :me span necessary to calculate some factor exposures)
8. Security has Total Assets, Revenue, Net Income and Cash data available since the ﬁrst quarter of 2007

Conclusion

Criteria restricted the universe of securi:es to a sample of around 1000 equiJes, as was the objec:ve.

Appendix

Even though several ﬁlters were applied, it was s:ll necessary to deal with some missing data, in which cases we simply
ﬁlled the inexistent data points for each security with the average value across the sample for a certain date.
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Binary Factor Exposures
We ﬁrst focus on the binary factors: country, currency and industry factors.

Country

Countries present in the European Model are: Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France,
Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland, United Kingdom and Emerging Europe.
Rela:vely to the remaining countries, we aggregated them in three geographical groups:
Northern Europe (NE), Central Europe (CE) and Southern Europe (SE). Informa:on on how we
aggregated countries in these three groups can be found in Appendix 5.
Since our es:ma:on universe is considerably smaller than the one we’re trying to replicate,
we shortened also the number of factors, so that the factor returns we have to es:mate
remain equally robust and signiﬁcant.

InterpreJng
Exposures

Replica:on
Process

Currency
Industry

Appendix

The currency exposures of each security are also binary variables, which equal to one if the
share is denominated in that currency and zero if it’s not.
We also decreased the number of currency exposures rela:ve to Bloomberg, as securi:es
from some Eastern Europe countries were not included. See annex xxx

Results

Conclusion

The matrix of country factor exposures is a set of binary values. Each security in this universe
will have a unit exposure to its own country, and 0 exposure to all other countries in the
European Model.

If a security belongs to a certain industry – or an industry group, or sector, depending on how
industry factors are constructed – then it is assigned an exposure value of 1 to this industry,
and 0 to all other industries.
Industry factors are constructed based on the GICS membership. It divides industries in 24
industry groups and 10 sectors. When the GICS data isn’t available, Bloomberg infers the
industry group of a security on the basis of the BICS.
Due to the same reason we pointed in the case of the country factors, we reduced the
number of industry factors from 24 to 10.
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Style Factor Exposures
In order to promote a be{er comprehension of the model and its output by the porZolio managers at BPI GA, we aim to
discriminate the procedure by steps and thoroughly explain each one of them. We now set to explain the most technical
part of the replica:on, the style factor exposures:
• How Bloomberg constructs each one of them
• How we replicated it
• It will not always be feasible to completely mimic the way Bloomberg constructs the exposures
Style factors diﬀer from these binary factors as they characterize stocks in a more elaborate way than just zeros and ones.
Besides repor:ng the country of the stock, the currency and the industry in which it operates, in order to decompose the
whole proﬁle of that stock, we have to look to more stylized and descrip:ve informa:on of a company which might be
signiﬁcant in inﬂuence its performance in terms of risk and return. Of course, this requires more than just binary variables:
it takes con:nuous variables.
More complex data will require more care in dealing with these factors. We have to make it robust and homogeneous. To
do so, we apply the same reasoning and the same procedure to the construc:on of all style exposures. As we have
explained when describing more broadly the Bloomberg’s Factor Model, each style factor consists of several “atomic”
descriptors, which refers to a par:cular security feature that is part of.

Results

Conclusion

Appendix
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StandardizaJon Process
In order to combine the features into style factors, we ﬁrst standardize the descriptors. This standardiza:on has its own
par:culari:es.

To the original
value of descriptor,
subtract country
rela:ve mean (i.e.
average across
same-country
securi:es)

Divide by the
global standard
devia:on
(i.e. across all
securi:es in the
Es:ma:on
Universe)

Iterate this process
un:l the mean is
equal to 0 and
standard devia:on
is equal to 1

Set extreme values
below -3 and
above 3 to -3 and
3, respec:vely

Replica:on
Process

Results

Conclusion

For instance, when standardizing an exposure of EDP, a Portuguese stock, one subtracts that exposure by the average
exposure on that same day across all the Portuguese stocks in the universe, and divide by the standard devia:on of the
exposures across all the stocks (and not only the Portuguese).
The standardiza:on process applies both to the descriptors and to the ﬁnal value of the exposure. A\er weigh:ng all the
descriptors to form the exposures to each style factors, those values will also be standardized the same way the
descriptors were.
The European model covers around 45 000 securi:es. Its es:ma:on universe contains an equally (but lower) great
number of securi:es. Our standardiza:on process is based on a much lower universe. Hence, the average and the
standard devia:on are computed rela:vely to the stocks and countries present in this es:ma:on universe.

Appendix
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Factor WeighJng
We have seen that style factor exposures are constructed based on:
1. Choosing descriptors
2. Standardizing descriptors
3. Weigh:ng descriptors in order to reach the exposure to a factor
4. Standardizing the descriptors weighted average to get to the ﬁnal exposure value
Having explained the standardiza:on process and the ra:onale behind the chosen descriptors for each factor, we now focus
on the weigh:ng of the descriptors.
To merge the descriptors into style factors, Bloomberg has come up with an algorithm to determine the weight of each one of
them. The logic behind this algorithm is to ﬁnd a common dimension among descriptors within a given style factor. Equal
weigh:ng would be the simplest way to combine the descriptors, but Bloomberg developed another way that is robust,
intui:ve and describes more accurately the style characteris:c, by capturing the most common informa:on contained in the
descriptors.
The method consists in calcula:ng a cross-sec:onal Spearman rank correla:on matrix of descriptors. Then, Bloomberg
extracts the ﬁrst principal component from the principal component analysis, which explains descriptor variability. The
loadings of the ﬁrst principal component are normalized to sum up to 100% and these are the percentage values chosen to
weight the descriptors. The logic is that, if a descriptor has the highest correla:on with the rest of the descriptors that
compose that style factor, then that descriptor should be a{ributed the highest weight, since it points more closely than other
descriptors to the combined style characteris:c.

Exposures CalibraJon
In Bloomberg’s equity models, exposures of each stock to any of the style factors are updated each week, along with the
es:ma:on universe.
Every Wednesday the models are calibrated and exposures are recalculated using the latest data available.
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CalculaJng Factor Exposures (I)
Having covered the characteris:cs that are common among all of the style factors – atomic descriptors,
standardiza:on process and factor weigh:ng – we now go into greater detail on each of the style factors.
When replica:ng the process, exposures were calculated for each week since the beginning of September 2012 un:l
September 2015.

Momentum

Dividend Yield
!!!! !""#$

!"#$%&'# =
Replica:on
Process

!"# (1 + !!,! )
!!!!" !""#$

!"#!"#$% =

!"#$ !"#"$%&$ !"#$
!"#$%

Where rn,t is the return of asset n at :me t
Results

Conclusion

The exposures to this factor are constructed
diﬀerently from the other factors, as they are not
calculated with the weigh:ng of some indicators.
The formula includes last year weekly returns for
the stocks, but skips the two most recent weeks
with the purpose of avoiding the price reversal
eﬀect

It is important to no:ce that a non-dividend paying
stock also has exposure to this factor: it is
considered that the dividend yield is simply zero and
through the standardiza:on process the exposure
eventually deviates from zero.
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CalculaJng Factor Exposures (II)
Value
!"#$% = 0,13×

!
!"
!
!"#$%&
!
+ 0,18×
+ 0,18× + 0,21×
+ 0,16×!"#. + 0,13×!"#$%/!"
!
!
!
!"
!

Where CF/P is the Cash Flow to Price ra:o, E/P is the Earnings to Price ra:o, EBITDA/EV is the EBITDA to
Enterprise Value ra:o, For.E/P is the Forecasted Earnings to Price ra:o and Sales/EV is the Sales to
Enterprise Value ra:o and Enterprise Value was calculated as:

!" = !"#$%& !"# + !" !"#$ + max (!" !"#$ − !"#ℎ, 0)
Replica:on
Process

Results

The Forecasted Earnings to Price ra:o takes into account both the 1-year and 2-year forward Bloomberg
earnings es:mates. On PORT, it can be seen that a weight is a{ributed to each of the es:mates, but it is
not clear how such weight is determined. We verify, however, that this weight is the same across all the
securi:es covered by the model. Over :me, Bloomberg quants have been decreasing the weight applied
to the 1-year forward-looking es:mates, shi\ing it towards the 2-year forward-looking earnings
es:mates. For the sake of simplicity we have equally weighted the two es:mates, thus using the
following formula:

!"#.

! ! ∗ !"1 + 1 − ! ∗ !"2
=
!
!

Conclusion

Appendix

Most of the data extracted from Bloomberg to get to this exposure is reported on a quarterly basis, but
not necessarily on the exact same dates. To simplify the process, we considered that quarterly data was
always reported on the last Friday of March, June, September and December each year. Thus, the only
variable causing value exposures to change on a weekly basis is market cap.
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!"#$ = 0,28× log !"#$%& !"# + 0,36× log !"#$% + 0,36×log (!"#$% !""#$")
The size formula, just like with the value factor, is rather simple to apply: taking the weights given to each
descriptor as seen on Bloomberg and mul:plying them by the log of Market Cap, Sales and Total Assets.
Again, since both Sales and Total Assets are only updated on a quarterly basis, exposures change weekly
due to the variability of Market Cap

Trading Ac:vity
!!!!!"#

Results

!"#$%&' !"#$%$#& =

!"# !×
!!!!"" !"#$

Conclusion

!"# 2
180

×

!"#$%&
!ℎ!"#$ !"#$#%&'(&)

This is the ra:o of shares traded over shares outstanding daily, using exponen:al weigh:ng of each
observa:on in the past 2 years (500 trading days), with a half-life of 180 days. Although this exposure
would change every day, for the purpose of the model it is only updated on a weekly basis
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CalculaJng Factor Exposures (IV)
Growth
!"#$%ℎ = 0,23×!"# + 0,26×!" + 0,15×!" + 0,16×!"# + 0,20×!"#

Where TAG is the Total Asset growth over the last 5 years, SG is the Sales growth over the last 5 years, EG is the
Earnings growth over the last ﬁve years, EFG is the near-term forecasted earnings and SFG is the near-term
forecasted Sales according to Bloomberg’s es:mates. EFG is calculated as EFG=EF2/EF1 and SFG is calculated as
SFG=SFG2/SFG1

The growth factor was one of the most complex to replicate. This is so due to unclearness by Bloomberg on how
the growth rate of each descriptor is achieved. When replica:ng this factor exposure, we calculated each growth
rate based on quarterly observa:ons, as the average growth rate between same quarters over 5 years (i.e. average
between growth rates, for instance, of Total Assets from 1Q 2007 to 1Q 2008, from 1Q 2008 to 1Q 2009, etc.).

Conclusion

Appendix
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CalculaJng Factor Exposures (V)
Leverage
!"#"$%&" = 0,34×!"#$ + 0,33×!"#$ + 0,33×!2!"

Where BLev is the Book Value of Leverage, MLev is the Market Value of Leverage and D2TA is the Debt to Total
Assets ra:o.
!"#$%& + max (!"#$%& − !"#ℎ, 0)
BLev is calculated as:

!""# !"#$% + !"#$%& + max (!"#$%& − !"#ℎ, 0)

Replica:on
Process

Results

Conclusion

MLev is calculated as:

!"#$%& + max (!"#$%& − !"#ℎ, 0)
!"#$%& !"# + !"#$%& + max (!"#$%& − !"#ℎ, 0)

D2TA is calculated as:

!"#$%& + max (!"#$%& − !"#ℎ, 0)
!"#$% !""#$"

Similarly to the Value and Size factors, the Leverage factor only changes on a weekly basis due to the MLev
descriptor, since it includes market cap data in its calcula:on. In these cases, the replica:on naturally deviates from
Bloomberg’s procedure, poten:ally leading to diﬀerent results
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CalculaJng Factor Exposures (VI)
Proﬁtability
!"#$%&'(%)%&* = 0,26×!"# + 0,28×!"#$ + 0,28×!"# + 0,18×!"#$%& !"#$%&

The descriptors that make up the proﬁtability factor use exclusively data only reported quarterly. It is thus one of
the cases in which the replicated exposures only change from quarter to quarter and we have simply extended
such calcula:ons to a weekly basis. This, again, deviates from Bloomberg procedure, it is so because not every
company reports their ﬁnancials at the same :me (which we have considered so), thus causing the proﬁtability
factor exposure to change at diﬀerent :mes. Companies exposures are overall aﬀected by this fact every week, not
because their individual exposure changes this regularly, but due to the fact that the mean exposure across the
es:ma:on universe changes and aﬀects every security through the standardiza:on process.

Earnings Variability
Results

!"#$%"#&"'&(&)* = 0,34×!"#$!"# + 0,35×!"#$% + 0,31×!"#$%&'#

Conclusion

Appendix

Where: EarnVol refers to Earnings vola:lity over the last 5 years divided by the median of Total Assets over the
same period; CFVol refers to Cash Flows vola:lity over the last 5 years divided by the median of Total Assets over
the same period; and SalesVol refers to Sales vola:lity over the last 5 years divided by the median of Total Assets
over the same period.
Similarly to the Proﬁtability factor, this exposure only changes on a quarterly basis. Hence, the same issues and
characteris:cs apply
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Vola:lity
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!"#$%&#&%' = 0,30×!"#$ + 0,14×! + 0,29×! + 0,26×!"#$
InterpreJng
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Where:
VLRT is the return vola:lity over the last year
β is the CAPM beta1
σ is the vola:lity of the CAPM residuals
CRNG is a cumula:ve range calculated as the ra:on between max and min price of
security over the last year

Replica:on
Process

Results

A\er calcula:ng the exposures, a modiﬁca:on is made in the exposures to the
vola:lity factor. This change is made to ensure that the explanatory variables of the
cross-sec:onal regression are not correlated to each other. The modiﬁca:on consists
in regressing the vola:lity exposures to the exposures of the other factors. The
residual of this regression is the exposure to the factor used in the cross-sec:onal
regression to calculate factor returns, a\er applying the standardiza:on process, like it
is done for all the other exposures.

Conclusion

Appendix
1Calculated

through a :me-series regression of security returns on excess-market returns. A German 10Y Govt Bond was used as proxy for the risk
free rate and the S&P500 as market, even though the European model was being replicated (since it is Bloomberg’s market proxy as well).
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• 1. A{ribu:on of binary exposures: country, currency, industry and market factors
• 2. Calcula:on of style factors
• 3. Modiﬁca:on to the vola:lity factor
• 4. CalculaJon of factor returns

InterpreJng
Exposures

Cross Sec:onal Regressions1
• To get to factor returns
• Of security returns on security exposures to factors
• One for each period t
• For every week from 09/2012 to 09/2015

Replica:on
Process

Results

!!,! =
Conclusion

!
!!!

!!,!,! !!,! + !!,!

!!,! is the local excess return of asset n in period t
!!,!,! is the exposure of asset n to factor k
!!,! is the return of factor k in period t
!!,! is the residual of asset n’s return
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A\er genera:ng and construc:ng a model, the next step will always be about how it can be applied.
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How can this model help managing the risk of a porIolio?
In this case, we have replicated the model by genera:ng an output of weekly factor returns for the past 3 years. The
reason we chose to calculate these returns for this :me period was to enable us to compute the correla:on which
would help us evalua:ng the quality of our model, but most importantly, to calculate factor vola:li:es. This involves a
:me-series of observa:ons since the factor vola:li:es are calculated with a rolling-window of one year. Hence, with
three years of weekly factor returns, we will be able to calculate weekly factor vola:li:es for a period of two years.
The next thing PORT does is to compute these factor vola:li:es, and the risk analysis metrics that might be calculated
within the context of a porZolio. The most important is the factors’ contribu:ons to risk. Currently at BPI GA, a set of
limits is deﬁned based on the historical distribu:on of factors contribu:ons to risk. Those limits, as we have described
earlier, are set close to the 95% and 99% percen:les of historical values, but might be adjusted with the help of porZolio
managers.
Factor contribu:on to risk is calculated according to the formula:

!! × !! × !!,!
!"#$%& ! % !"#$%&'($&"# !" !"#$ =
!!
!! is volatility of the portfolio
!! is the portfolio exposure to factor k
!! is the volatility of factor k
!!,! is the portfolio correlation with factor k
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Our primary objec:ve for this project was to help promo:ng a be{er risk culture in BPI GA through a be{er
understanding of Bloomberg’s Factor Model. Hence, the goal of the replica:on the model is to discriminate
the process by steps and exploring each step instead of contes:ng Bloomberg’s values.
This means that our most important result will always be the way we were able to do this, instead of the
values we computed, i.e., the results are less important than the process.
However, in order to control for the process, we have to analyze the resul:ng output and compare it
somehow to Bloomberg’s, so that we are able to validate what we did with signiﬁcant conﬁdence. The most
eﬃcient way to do this is to compute the correla:ons between our style exposures and the ones from
Bloomberg, for each day.
Comparing the exposures for the whole es:ma:on universe, however, by looking at the cross-sec:onal
correla:ons with Bloomberg will underrate the quality of the model, since the es:ma:on universe is
diﬀerent in some ways from Bloomberg’s universe. More speciﬁcally, the propor:on of each country’s
equi:es in the es:ma:on universe we created does not correspond to the one from Bloomberg.
Two main issues:
- Replica:ng the model with a much smaller sample of stocks
- Replica:ng each country’s propor:on of stocks in the sample. This is not possible to execute because:
1. there is no clear informa:on on these propor:on;
2. it is dynamic, changing through :me.
Hence, we chose to compare the exposures we calculated for the Portuguese stocks on our sample
es:ma:on universe and verify the correla:ons with Bloomberg’s exposures.
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We calculated these cross-sec:onal correla:ons between both exposures for every month from September of 2012 to
September of 2015 – 37 observa:ons. Then, we computed the average correla:on through the 37 months for each style
exposure and some addi:onal sta:s:cs, as shown later.

CorrelaJons Between Replicated and Bloomberg Exposures
1

EU DivYld

0.8

EU EarnVariab

0.6
0.4

EU Leverage

0.2

EU Momentum

Results

Sep/15

Jun-15

Mar-15

Dec/14

Sep/14

Jun-14

Mar-14

Dec/13

Sep/13

Jun-13

Mar-13

ReplicaJon
Process

EU Size
Dec/12

0

Sep/12

InterpreJng
Exposures

EU TradeAct

Our results show:
• 4 factors whose exposures average correla:on is very strong (Dividend Yield, Leverage, Size and Trade Ac:vity)
• 3 whose correla:on is acceptable (Vola:lity, Momentum and Earnings Variability). The explana:on for these medium
correla:ons is related with the natural diﬀerence between the original and the replica:on model, such as diﬀerences in
the available data and in the standardiza:on process, which will originate diﬀerent values with the use of diﬀerent
es:ma:on universes.
• 3 factors whose results are not so strong (Growth, Value and Proﬁt).

Conclusion

Appendix

We have strong conﬁdence, from this informa:on, that the exposure calibra:on process was done correctly. Most
exposures have consistent results, and for the ones with worse results, there are some features that can explain the weak
correla:ons and the sta:s:cally non-signiﬁcant averages.
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Issues ReplicaJng Growth Exposures
It is unclear how Bloomberg calculates annual growth rates of each descriptor from quarter to quarter.
From the available informa:on through PORT, on Bloomberg, one can assume the following formula:
!

!"#! =
InterpreJng
Exposures

!!!

!"! − !"!!!
!"!!!

!

However, diﬀerent ways of calcula:ng growth rates were experimented in an eﬀort to get a be{er
correla:on between the model’s exposures and the replicated ones, but no success was achieved for this
factor in par:cular factor.

ReplicaJon
Process

Issues ReplicaJng Proﬁt Exposures
Results

- Descriptors used in the calcula:on of this exposure are only reported quarterly.
- For the Proﬁt factor, as well as to the Growth factor, this problem is even more evident, since none of
the descriptors contains an input that changes more frequently.
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Issues ReplicaJng Value Exposures
Bloomberg’s
Factor
Model

InterpreJng
Exposures

ReplicaJon
Process

Results

Conclusion

- One of its descriptors (forecasted earnings-to-price ra:o) includes in its calcula:on a weight applied to
the one and the two-year forward-looking earnings es:mates - for simplicity, it was assumed equalweight to both but this naturally diﬀers from what is done in the model.
- With the excep:on of market cap, all other inputs are only updated quarterly. This poses an issue
because we have assumed that every company reports this informa:on at the same :me but this does
not necessarily verify. thus diﬀeren:a:ng the replicated exposures to the ones provided on PORT, in
par:cular through the standardiza:on process

CorrelaJon
EU DivYld
EU EarnVariab
EU Growth
EU Leverage
EU Momentum
EU Proﬁt
EU Size
EU TradeAct
EU Value
EU Vola:lity

average

min
0,86
0,38
-0,05
0,92
0,66
0,19
0,99
0,99
0,17
0,65

max
0,45
0,25
-0,26
0,76
0,43
-0,26
0,98
0,97
-0,49
0,51

stdev
0,99
0,54
0,23
0,98
0,89
0,68
1,00
0,99
0,68
0,76

lower
0,16
0,10
0,15
0,06
0,13
0,31
0,01
0,00
0,28
0,08

upper
0,54
0,19
-0,33
0,80
0,40
-0,42
0,98
0,98
-0,39
0,49

1,17
0,57
0,24
1,03
0,92
0,80
1,00
0,99
0,73
0,80
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Bloomberg’s Factor Models
Basics

Replica:on of Bloomberg’s
Procedure

Be{er understanding of:
• How the models work
• How exposures are calculated

Having set out to replicate Bloomberg’s procedure in calcula:ng factor returns, the main objec:ve
of our work was to promote a be{er understanding of Bloomberg’s Factor Model and its porZolio
analysis tool, PORT, to ul:mately aid the Risk Management team in their eﬀort to promote a risk
culture at BPI Gestão de AcJvos.
The decision to focus our work on the replica:on process of Bloomberg’s factor exposures
calcula:ons through the inves:ga:on of PORT helped us get a much deeper percep:on of the
func:onali:es of this tool but also of some issues in terms of data transparency on PORT as well.
Nevertheless, it is clear now that having gone through the replica:ng process, we have been able to
document our ﬁndings in detail to pass on to both porZolio and risk management teams.
With a clearer understanding of how exposures and factor returns are calculated, we expect to
increase the impact of PORT as a risk tool to be used by asset managers at BPI GA.
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GICS Industry Groups
Energy
Materials
Capital Goods
Commercial & Professional Services
Transporta:on
Automobiles & Components
Consumer Durables & Apparel
Consumer Services
Media
Retailing
Food & Staples Retailing
Food, Beverage & Tobacco
Household & Personal Products
Health Care Equipment & Services
Pharmaceu:cals, Biotechnology & Life Sciences
Banks
Diversiﬁed Financials
Insurance
Real Estate
So\ware & Services
Technology Hardware & Equipment
Semiconductors & Semiconductor Equipment
Telecommunica:on Services
U:li:es
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Coverage Universe for Equity Fundamental Factor Models
Fundamental
Factor Equity
Model
Asia

Australia

Canada
ReplicaJon
Process

Results

Conclusion

Appendix

China A-Shares
Emerging
Europe, MiddleEast & Africa
(EMEA)

Coverage
Universe
All equi:es listed on major exchanges in the following countries: China (B and oﬀshore
shares), Hong Kong (and China H-shares), Indonesia, India, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh,
Mauri:us, Korea, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, Taiwan and Vietnam.
All equi:es with country of risk deﬁned as Australia or New Zealand on Bloomberg (ﬁeld:
COUNTRY_RISK_ISO_CODE).
Note: it is not required that a stock is priced over 5 local cents to be covered by this model.
All equi:es listed in Canada or which have Canada deﬁned as the country of risk on
Bloomberg (ﬁeld: COUNTRY_RISK_ISO_CODE).
All equity China-A shares.

European

All equi:es listed on major exchanges in the following countries: United Arab Emirates,
Botswana, Ghana, Kenya, Nigeria, Senegal, Bahrain, Cyprus, Bulgaria, Croa:a, Czech
Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Romania, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia,
Egypt, Israel, Jordan, Kuwait, Morocco, Oman, Qatar, Russia, Ukraine, Kazakhstan, Saudi
Arabia, Tunisia, Turkey and South Africa.
All equi:es listed on European exchanges, including GDRs.

Japan

All equi:es listed on Japanese exchanges.

La:n America
US

All equi:es listed on major exchanges in the following countries: Argen:na, Brazil, Chile,
Mexico, Colombia, Jamaica, Panama, Peru, Trinidad & Tobago and Venezuela.
All equi:es listed on the United States exchanges, including ADRs.

Global

All equi:es listed on major exchanges.
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Emerging Markets Factor Country Groupings
United Arab Emirates [AE]

Bloomberg’s
Factor
Model

Botswana, Ghana, Kenya, Nigeria, Senegal [AFG]
Bahrain [BH]
Cyprus [CY]

InterpreJng
Exposures

Bulgaria, Croa:a, Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Romania, Serbia, Slovakia,
Slovenia [EEG]
Egypt [EG]
Israel [IL]

ReplicaJon
Process

Jordan [JO]
Kuwait [KW]
Morocco [MA]

Results

Oman [OM]
Qatar [QA]
Russia, Ukraine, Kazakhstan [RUG]
Saudi Arabia [SA]

Conclusion

Tunisia [TN]
Turkey [TR]
South Africa [ZA]
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LaJn America Factor Country Groupings
Argen:na [AR]

Bloomberg’s
Factor
Model

Brazil [BR]
Chile [CL]
Mexico [MX]
La:n America Group [LAG]: Colombia, Jamaica, Panama, Peru, Trinidad & Tobago, Venezuela

InterpreJng
Exposures

Asia Factor Country Groupings
China (B-shares and oﬀshore shares) [CN]

ReplicaJon
Process

Hong Kong (and China H-shares) [HKG]
Indonesia [ID]
India, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, Mauri:us [ING]
Korea [KR]

Results

Malaysia [MY]
Philippines [PH]
Singapore [SG]

Conclusion

Thailand [TH]
Taiwan [TW]
Vietnam [VN]
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Global Model Factor Country Groupings
Argen:na (AR)
Australia (AU)
Austria (AT)
Brazil (BR)
Belgium (BE)
Canada (CA)
Chile (CL)
China (CN)

Latvia (LV)
Lithuania (LT)
Macedonia (MK)
Romania (RO)
Serbia (RS)
Slovakia (SK)
Slovenia (SI)
Ukraine (UA)

Eastern Europe Developed:
Hungary (HU)
Poland (PL)
Czech Republic (CZ)

Emerging La:n America:
Bolivia (BO)
Colombia (CO)
Ecuador (EC)
Jamaica (JM)
Peru (PE)
Trinidad and Tobago (TT)

Eastern Europe Fron:er:
Albania (AL)
Belarus (BY)
Bosnia Herzegovina (BA)
Bulgaria (BG)
Croa:a (HR)
Cyprus (CY)
Estonia (EE)

Emerging Middle East:
Egypt [EG]
Jordan (JO)
Morocco (MA)
Tunisia (TN)
Bahrain (BA)
Kuwait (KW)

Lebanon (LB)
Oman (OM)
Qatar (QA)
Saudi Arabia (SA)
Fron:er:
Bangladesh (BD)
Kazakhstan (KZ)
Pakistan (PK)
Sri Lanka (SK)
Vietnam (VN)
Finland (FI)
France (FR) +Luxembourg,
Monaco
Germany (DE)
Great Britain (GB) +Gibraltar,
Guernsey, Isle of Man, Jersey,
Bri:sh Virgin Islands
Greece [GR]
Hong Kong (HK)
India (IN)
Indonesia (ID)
Ireland (IE)
Israel (IL)
Italy (IT)

Japan (JP)
Korea (KR)
Malaysia (MY)
Mexico (MX)
Netherlands (NL)
New Zealand (NZ)
Norway (NO)
Philippines (PH)
Portugal (PT)
Russia (RU)
Singapore (SG)
Spain (ES)
South Africa (SA)
Sweden (SW)
Switzerland (CH)
+Liechtenstein
Turkey (TR)
Taiwan (TW)
Thailand (TH)
USA (US) +Bermuda,
Bahamas, Cayman
Islands
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EsJmaJon Universe Special SituaJons
Bloomberg’s
Factor
Model

Model
Australia

Star:ng from the Coverage Universe, which includes all equi:es with country of risk deﬁned
as Australia or New Zealand (ﬁeld: COUNTRY_RISK_ISO_CODE), Bloomberg considers only
those stocks with country of risk Australia and further imposes requirements on liquidity,
price and minimum size.

European

The Coverage Universe includes all equi:es traded on European exchanges, however, when it
comes to the Es:ma:on Universe, Bloomberg excludes all companies incorporated outside of
Europe and focuses on companies that account for 98% of the market cap in these countries:
Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands,
Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland and UK. Also, a company is also included if it is
member of a major European equity index.

Japan

This model covers all equi:es listed on Japanese exchanges, but excludes on its Es:ma:on
Universe companies incorporated outside of Japan. Also, if a company is a member of the
TOPIX index, it is automa:cally included in the universe.

US

Companies incorporated outside of the US are excluded from the Es:ma:on Universe of this
model, but if a company is a member of the S&P500, it is included in the universe regardless.
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Process

Results

Conclusion

EsJmaJon Universe
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Country Factor AggregaJon in ReplicaJon Model
The reasoning behind the aggrega:on in these three groups is mainly geographic, but it also
relates to the economic characteris:cs of each country and the country risks they face (that’s
why we included Ireland in the SE factor).
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Northern Europe
Denmark
Finland
Iceland
Norway
Sweden

Central Europe
Austria
Belgium
France
Germany
Luxembourg
Netherlands
Switzerland
United Kingdom

Southern Europe
Greece
Ireland
Italy
Portugal
Spain
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Currency Factors in ReplicaJon Model

Industry Factors in ReplicaJon Model

Euro

Basic Materials

Great Bri:sh Pound

Communica:ons

Norwegian Krone

Consumer (Cyclical)

Swiss Franc

Consumer (Non-cyclical)

Icelandic Krone

Diversiﬁed

Swedish Krone

Energy

Danish Krone

Financials
Industrial
Technology

Results

Conclusion

U:li:es
Rela:vely to Bloomberg’s model,
some currencies (Eastern Europe)
were not included.

Instead of using the 24 sectors as
industry factors, we used the 10
industry groups in the replica:on
model
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